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ONE SYSTEM : OUR PRODUCTS
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THE KEY ELEMENT of massive wood construction: CLT

Massive wood panels represent a key element in this process especially for replacing 
concrete. They have excellent structural performance, allow large spans and are now 
part of the construction code to 12 storeys in Québec (6 in BC and Ontario). Their 
fire resistance is very high, they are architectural as well as structural with costs 
advantageously comparable to their equivalents They are a benefit to the environment 
by their high capacity of carbon sequestration and their unique capacity to be easily 
«deconstructed» and recycled at the end of the buildings life cycle.

Used in conjunction with GluLam elements and Boxx300 they offer a complete modern 
sustainable construction system : efficient, ecofriendly and economical.
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THE BACKBONE of massive wood construction: GLULAM

Mid and high-rise buildings with low compartmentalisation require a simple structure 
easy to assemble with large structural capacities. Laminated posts and beams like 
GluLam offer a particularly well suited solution to this.

Composed and erected like a steel structure, it offers all the required structural 
capacities. It can remain exposed while still offering a very high fire resistance limiting 
the need for encapsulation as would require steel elements.

Its warm feeling, its simplicity in design and erection make it an essential element for the 
design of high-rise and large-surface-area buildings.

Used in conjunction with CLT elements and Boxx300 they offer a complete modern 
sustainable construction system : efficient, ecological  and economical.

The construction industry has experienced a major change in the last decades all over the world. Construction codes require better 
and higher performance from building components in terms of structural, energetic and ecological capacity. In order to deal with 
this reality, solid wood construction offers a brilliant solution with a wide range of innovative and field-proven products through the 
supply of a brand-new construction system.



INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

To satisfy the need for a complete, efficient and economical wood construction 
system, still in evolution, innovative products are required in order to complement the 
construction system in its performance and economy. We offer a variety of products that, 
in conjunction with CLT and GluLam, allow us to achieve this goal. 

BOXX300

Boxx300 is the result of the combination of construction materials (joists, CLT, insulation) 
in a complete prefabricated box type element. Conceived by Douglas Consultants, the 
Boxx300 allows very long spans (up to 8 000mm), as in concrete, while allowing the 
integration of mechanical elements (water, electricity, ventilation, sound insulation etc.) 
in the factory.

With the use of two thin CLT elements, it can remain exposed and give a 60-minute fire 
resistance without further treatment or encapsulation, procuring a visible wood ceiling 
at very low cost.

Through its structural performance, like concrete, it allows long spans without increasing 
the floor to floor height of a standard mid/high-rise construction.

SUPERSIP

SuperSip is a large SIP panel (up to 3 900 x 10 500 mm) that conforms to the requirements 
of construction codes.

Its use as an insulated envelope element gives a simple cost-effective and easy-to-install 
element for fast closing of the building structure.

Its low fabrication cost allows us, in combination with CLT, GluLam and Boxx300, to offer 
a complete wood solution for mid- and high-rise construction.

EFFICIENT    |    MODERN    |    ECOFRIENDLY    |    ECONOMIC
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GLFL

By the assembly of LFL (Lamco Forest Products), we produce a sturdy structural element, 
efficient and cost effective for standard spans in multi-residential construction (up to 9 
700 mm). Used as a replacement for GluLam in certain types of construction requiring 
wood encapsulation (7 to 12 storeys in Québec) it is economical and efficient.

It can be used as a substitute and a complement to GluLam in required parts of the 
building reducing overall construction costs.

OUR SUPPLIERS

A SYSTEM

By combining these elements in a well designed assembly we can help you plan a cost 
efficient, ecofriendly and attractive complete wood solution for mid and high-rise multi-
residential and commercial projects : The Future.


